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It's been amazing few days visiting & interviewing
@yossi_ghinsberg w/ @speakerkimward for our forthcoming
#90NorthPodcast! More soon.
5:59 AM - 21 Feb 2017
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“You rank number one in my experience – I am honored to be a reference.”
JOHN ZAHARAKIS, GENERAL MANAGER CONFERENCES & EVENTS,

BRINGING AMAZON SURVIVAL
SKILLS TO BUSINESS
TRANSFORMATIVE LEADERSHIP KEYNOTES
What can leaders learn from a man who survived against all the odds in the Amazon Jungle?
Yossi’s survival skills for business are designed to shift a leader’s perspective and inspire
them to always assume responsibility, taking their game to the next level. His energy is
contagious – his insights mindbending and counterintuitive.
Leaders will take away:
Survival is not a negative. Survival is a desired state for the workplace, driving
everyone to their peak performance.
Survival should be part of the work culture since survival is an intense competition
where everybody wins, and no one loses.
Survival equals peak performance – peak performance of all faculties – physical,
mental, emotional and spiritual – all are at the top of their game and consolidated on
one single purpose.
Survival is extremely efficient. The ‘secret sauce’ of survival is the realization that
competition is a waste of energy and inefficient hence a poor survival strategy. A better,
more efficient strategy is investing the energy in innovation, creating a Niche
Monopoly™.

“An injection of much needed oxygen for the
sales force and the management team”
BERT WONG, CEO ASIA PACIFIC,

Niche Monopoly™ is nature’s secret weapon in generating greater yields with less
effort. In niche monopolies you have no competition; no energy is wasted. The free
energy can be invested in rewarding the team, giving back to society and investing in
further innovation to maintain the edge of the Niche Monopoly™.

CHECK AVAILABILITY

“You rank number one in my experience – I am honored to be a reference.”
JOHN ZAHARAKIS, GENERAL MANAGER CONFERENCES & EVENTS,

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
Yossi insist on this special and genuine offering of buy one and get one free. The free one is
giving back to the community wherever the events takes place. Yossi invited the clients to
donate him as a gift for any worthy cause, small or big. It can be school children, or senior
citizens, special programs for special need children, youth from disprivileged circumstances,
I simply the people of the community. Yossi is honored to support and give back to the
community and invites his client to please use this special offer.

CORPORATE INTEGRATION SESSIONS

Yossi's keynotes are sowing the seeds of growth and positive transformation in the heart of minds of his audiences.
The integration sessions are designed to water, cultivate and nurture these seeds embedding them and
internalizing modules, concepts and ideas into the organizational culture. While listening to Yossi Storytelling
keynote session listeners receive a bounty of positive messages, new intriguing ideas, thought provoking concept
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and insightful realizations. While Yossi's session are never forgotten by audiences; the rich content assimilation can
be far more effective with these indepth integration sessions.

WHAT SHOULD YOU EXPECT?

Empowering of the participating individuals (sales force or any other
departments).

Overcoming the usual resistance to change and/or the relapse to existing
patterns of operation; ensuring midterm and longterm results.

Generating exceptional results as well as improvement in general
attitudes towards work and goals.

Measurable outcomes.

Enabling participants and the organization to meet any adversity as a
challenge and confront it as a consolidated team.

Happier and more harmonious people who enjoy their work.

Inspiring and motivating the participants to fully engage in assignments
and work effectively together.

Wendy Hand

It's always a challenge to find speakers of the right caliber for these high profile events. Your story of survival against
all odds was both fascinating and challenging. You possess the extremely rare gift of a great storyteller with the ability
to create word pictures which capture the imagination of an audience and take them on a journey with you. We look
forward to an opportunity to work with you again in the future.

Managing Partner Big Yellow Suitcase

DOWNLOAD IMAGES
Please find the following images for printing and publicity purposes. Click the thumbnails
below to view image gallery:
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